
 

Ceremonial Money Blessing Invocation  
by Naraya Naserian  

(for the Money Love Ceremony on June 9, 2021) 

We call upon the love of Our Lady Venus,  
the courage of Innana braving the underworld 
and the sparkling radiance of the Gemini Rainbow Goddess. 

Assist us now to cleanse, purify, heal and positively transform 
all money 
in all of its representations 
cash, coins, bank notes, debit and credit cards, cheques, paper statements, digits on screens,  
flowing into, being stored or circulated within our individual sphere of influence 
from any and all sources. 

We fully invite and welcome you, MONEY, 
into our loving embrace of infinite abundance 
where you may merge in peaceful harmony 
with the boundless abundance of Love, Joy, Time, Energy, Connection, Gratitude,  
Fun and infinite Goodness 
already living within and reflected all around us 
through the wonder of our bodies, minds, souls & spirit, 
through our nearest & dearest, our loved ones, families, friends 
and through the indescribable magnitude and multitude of Nature, 
our beautiful, precious MotherPlanet TaraGaiaEarth. 

And may, with every Venus gate we pass on our journey with the Evening Star, 
these streams of money flowing into our personal sphere of influence 
broaden, widen and diversify 
in surprising, unexpected, mysterious ways, 
even beyond our level of conscious awareness, 
without us having to do or think about a thing, 
just like that, snap, as synchronicity, creativity,  
spontaneous sparks of insight, as ingenuity. 

And lastly, may all money flowing forth from our individual sphere of influence 
henceforth only ever be used to serve the highest and best 
healing, learning, realization and ultimate transformation 
of All There Is, All of hUmaNITY, 
of Mother Earth and all of her BEings, 
be they from  
the mineral realm, the realm of plant life, the animal realm, our HUman REALm 
and all Galactic and Universal Family currently belonging or in service to Earth. 

And So It Is, Thank You, Aho, Ashe, Asante, Aloha, Ameyn OM Shanti, Namaste 
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